The Most Advanced BLS Training System

This is a high fidelity manikin with life-like interaction of chest movement and ventilations. Physical response is augmented by accurate digital feedback as you perform skills. It also includes the Quality Control Information (QCI) module for extensive control over data analysis.

QCI Module

Gives you the ability to archive all results to the cloud. Results are then accessible for analysis anytime you want.

Filter data by date, activity, key code, or the number of attempts. Also you can exclude data, assign identifiers identify if feedback was available.

Export comma delimited data at any time.

Assemble Data
- Data Available Immediately
- Auto Send Data to the Cloud
- Send Data Later
- Assign to Profession

Filter Data
- Filter by Date, Activity, Key Code, or by Number of Attempts
- Assign Identifiers After Results are Completed
- Exclude Specific Results

Export Data
- Customized Filtered Data
- Create Different Data Sets
- Export Sub-Data Sets to Comma Delimited File
- Export Data with Comments

Note: This product is not recommended for Mouth-to-mouth and does not have Jaw Thrust. See BLS CPR Pro.